CHRISTMAS GIFTS - FROM £35 TO £7000...!
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A great gift for the eco-conscious person in your household! Did you know that nearly £1billion worth of
energy is wasted each year by leaving appliances on standby? But now One For All can help you help save
the planet with the 'Energy Saver' universal remote control - it switches off all your a/v equipment at
the press of a button. Simply insert the Power Plug into the wall socket, then use a power strip to
connect up to four devices including your TV, DVD and satellite/cable digibox. When it's time for bed,
just press the green button on the remote to make an energy saving of 90%. Priced £34.99, it costs less
than the electricity you could save! Available from Currys and John Lewis or online at www.maplin.co.uk
If you know someone who spends hours with their model planes, trains and automobiles - or other creative
arts and crafts - then the Dremel 300 multi-tool is a perfect Christmas gift. Its multiple uses will be
limited only by their imagination and include drilling, cutting, sanding, routing and polishing all kinds
of materials. Dremel is offering a special value deal with its Christmas Zipper Bag promotion. It
includes the top-selling Dremel 300 Series power tool, an accessory bag with 25 pieces, two multipurpose
cutting bits plus a line and circle cutter attachment. Worth over £55, it's available at Homebase for
just £39.99
With the credit crunch biting, it's time for DIY not GSI ('Get Someone In'). Tackle all those tasks
around the house with the new Bosch UNEO - a cordless screwdriver, drill and rotary hammer all in one
tool. Weighing only 1.1 kilos and no bigger than an A5 sheet of paper, the UNEO makes light work of
masonry, metal, wood or plastic - and drills through concrete with ease thanks to its pneumatic hammer
mechanism. There's no trailing cable to trip over as it runs on a lithium-ion battery that's as quick to
charge as a mobile phone - and it's really easy to change the drill or screwdriver bits too. The UNEO is
exclusive to B&Q this Christmas priced £119.99
Of course, if you do fancy splashing out, how about a family gift of a new whirlpool bath? The Morphosis
Alpha and Gamma from Jacuzzi are designed by Pininfarina, the team behind Ferrari and Maserati. They
incorporate hydrotherapy and chromotherapy (the use of colour and light to balance energy in the body) to
provide bathing design with well-being benefits. With house prices tumbling, don't move - improve!
From £6,995
For further information, visit:
http://www.oneforall.com/energysaver
http://www.dremel.co.uk
http://www.bosch-do-it.co.uk/diy/
http://www.jacuzzi.co.uk/
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